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A clean, simple, easy-to-use RSS feed reader that automatically gets your Hacker News feed and puts it right on your desktop so you don't have to go to the site to read it. What's New in This Release: * New features: o Filter/mark reader items to see only o
Preview/preview internal links o Full text search using the search box * Minor bugfixes: o Fixed a bug that would cause the feed url to be unavailable after the browser restart. o Fixed a bug that caused the link to be unusable after the app restart. o Switched to python 3.5
for some minor stability improvements. o Fixed a bug that caused some articles to be inaccessible. o Switched to Google as the default search engine. o Added support for comment navigation. o More minor tweaks and documentation fixes. o Made the about and license
more visible. o Fixed a bug that made some articles inaccessible. * Fixed a bug that prevented the font size from being adjusted. * Fixed a bug that made the articles inaccessible. Instapaper is a sleek reading app that lets you save the content of websites and periodicals
directly to your device. By the end of the day, you can browse your carefully curated content via a simplistic interface and be sure to keep on learning and enriching your life. The best thing about using the free version of Instapaper is the fact that you can save unlimited
pages and articles to your Instapaper account. With its convenient single-tap reading solution and emphasis on long-form articles, Instapaper is really quite similar to Readability - the app that introduced articles to your iPad in the first place. Instapaper - your saving app
for the web Instapaper does indeed have a number of advantages over Readability. Firstly, it was created much earlier and has a more polished user experience. In addition, it doesn't just cater to the iPad version of the app but to the Mac version as well. Furthermore,
the app offers shortcuts to the three top tabs that you see when you log in - Featured, Search and Tags. With the Featured tab, you can quickly browse the saved articles and grab whatever you find interesting. The Search tab helps you find and save articles of interest

and the Tags tab offers you a quick way of categorizing your saved articles in no time. With Instap
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Hacker News Unofficial is an Electron-based wrapper for the Hacker News web app Hacker News Unofficial Screenshots: Hacker News Unofficial Download Link: Hacker News Unofficial Review: Hacker News Unofficial Electron-based wrapper for the Hacker News web app
Released: June 3, 2017 File Size: 184.34 KB (1.2 MB) Publisher: Hacker News Price: $19.95, Free for limited time only Editor's Choice Make sure to let us know what you think about Hacker News Unofficial in the comments below. macrumors 6502 Originally posted by Luna
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The Hacker News feed – a fast, light-weight, distraction-free way to read and watch stories from Hacker News. Create and share theme packs to show off your unique Hacker News reading style. View the newest stories from Hacker News by theme, time, or story. Use the
Hacker News unread counter to keep track of your story load. Reload the latest stories in less than a second. Retrieve and edit HN user profiles. Get notified by e-mail when there is a new Hacker News stories you are interested in. Syndicate from HN with a couple of
clicks, including RSS. Create a Hacker News feed to show all new stories in one place. Download Hacker News Unofficial as a desktop app, as well as an iPad app. View the source code, issue reports, bug reports and pull requests. Hacker News Unofficial Free Edition
Hacker News Unofficial Free Edition Hacker News Unofficial Free Edition Hacker News Unofficial Features: Quickly learn the basics of the Hacker News API. Discover new Hacker News API features with a short tutorial. Load the Hacker News API from your favorite file or
bookmarklet. Quickly load and reload the Hacker News web app. Load the Hacker News web app from your favorite file or bookmarklet. Clone the Hacker News web app and edit it at will. View and copy the Hacker News unread count. Navigate with the Hacker News
unread count. View the Hacker News user profile, including the unread count. Create and share theme packs with other Hacker News Unofficial users. Find and load the Hacker News API for a project. View an API query result by theme, time, and story. View the latest
themes and API queries by theme, time, and story. View the Hacker News API feed by theme, time, and story. View the Hacker News user feed by theme, time, and story. Create and share Hacker News API theme packs. Find the Hacker News API feed from your favorite
file or bookmarklet. Navigate with the Hacker News API feed. View the Hacker News user profile, including the API feed. Syndicate new stories to your blog or aggregator. Use the Hacker News API in your own projects. Download and install the Hacker News Unofficial
desktop app from the Mac App Store. Download and install the
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Hacker News Unofficial is a lightweight, simple and colorful Hacker News client based on Electron. It is designed to be the best Hacker News client on Windows. Installation Details: Uninstallation: NOTES: Recommended system requirements: Windows XP or higher
Available for download from the Windows Store Latest Version: 1.0.3.1 Old Version: 1.0.1.1 Screenshots: Hacker News Unofficial User Interface Hacker News Unofficial System Requirements If you liked this post, you might be interested in: Hi, im just trying out this and
feel I am super impressed This app is amazing I have been using the app for half a year now in fact, and its really powerful. It has its downsides like standard browser, and you cannot read comments on individual posts. I was able to sort out the first one...Image caption
Mr Bast was sentenced at Perth Sheriff Court on Tuesday One of four men found guilty of gang-raping an 18-year-old woman as a vulnerable teenager near Inverclyde in 2004 is to have his nine-year prison sentence reduced. After the sentencing, Trevor Bast told the BBC
the teenager had been "caught" a second time. "I was only 18 and I didn't know what to do," he said. He was sentenced at Perth Sheriff Court on Tuesday for a series of crimes including rape and sexual assault. 'Sentenced properly' The court heard how the teenager,
who was a vulnerable child at the time of the offence, had been approached by Mr Bast and another man in her family's garden one evening in April 2004. Both men persuaded her to get into a minibus and they took her to a house in Lennoxtown where they had sex with
her against her will. The court also heard how the teenagers had gone on to carry out similar attacks on three other vulnerable children. The court was told the four men had sexually assaulted four youngsters in Inverclyde and Motherwell in Scotland. One of the victims
was 14 years old at the time. When they were arrested, police found a video diary showing the sexual assaults which were part of a plan to turn the youngsters into prostitutes. 'Silenced' At the time of the offences, Mr Bast
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Mac OS X 10.11 El Capitan PS3® (v2.0) Software Web Browser Internet Connection Wi-Fi Connection (optional) Built-in Flash Player Plugins Required: Google Chrome SEARCH NEGATIVE The Wolf Among Us: Episode 2 The game takes place one year after the events of
Episode 1 and prior to the events of Season 2. Farcaster has taken over the surveillance screens and monitors in Mid
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